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The concept for South Stream 2: Bulgaria’s claim for a
strategic role on the gas market by Virginia Stamatova

Vice President of the European
Commission in charge of the Energy
Union Maros Sefcovic and Bulgarian
Prime Minister Boyko Borissov agreed
that Europe needs secure decisions
energy-wise
Bulgaria has explicitly stated its
aspirations to take center stage on the
gas market in Southeast Europe by
proposing the construction of a gas hub
not far from the town of Provadia. The
project worth approximately 2.2 billion
euro translates into building about 844
kilometers of new gas pipelines and other
adjacent infrastructure. This was made
public at a high-level conference of the
Gas Connectivity Group in Central and
Eastern Europe held in Sofia.
Taking part in the conference were
officials from EU member states in
Central and Eastern Europe as well
as the Vice President of the European
Commission in charge of the Energy
Union Maros Sefcovic and Energy and
Climate Commissioner, Miguel Canete.
Maros Sefcovic said about the Group’s
decision: “We have decided that our goal
should be that each country in this region
would have a secure supply of gas from
at least three sources. We have also made
a quick inventory of all infrastructure
projects which have already been
proposed and which should also be co4
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financed by the European funds.”
Speaking at the Conference, PM Boyko
Borissov said that the Bulgarian project
was consistent with the requirements of
the European Commission Third Energy
Package and intimated at the construction
of connections with neighboring countries
as well as autonomous gas extraction.
However the new project is also linked
to the South Stream project dropped by
Gazprom. PM Borissov commented as
follows:
“South Stream has not been terminated.
As a country Bulgaria has done nothing to
stop the construction of the project. The
requirement of the European Commission
for the transfer of gas by alternative
suppliers along every pipeline is not some
kind of whim on the part of Bulgaria.
This is mandatory for Greece and for
Romania, too.”
It looked as though with these words
the PM was trying to convince Russia
that Bulgaria was not to blame for the
termination of the project that was
unilaterally dropped by Gazprom after the
banking consortium that was supposed
to finance 75% of the construction works
gave it up in view of Russia’s reluctance
to comply with the requirements of the
Third Energy Package. On the other
hand, Borissov’s new gas initiative that
repeats the suspended South Stream in an

extended version is about 50% cheaper
than the original project.
PM Borissov voiced hopes for a U-turn
on the project: “In brief, we should like to
go back without emotions to a pragmatic
solution that would facilitate business
relations between Europe and Russia.”
Unlike the Bulgarian PM, Sefcovic
expressed his dismay with the Russian
side’s announcement it was dropping
South Stream that had not been
communicated along official channels
but rather via press releases and media
appearances of Gazprom President
Alexey Miller.
The EC Vice President said the following:
“Therefore we decided that we need
to get together like we did today in
Sofia to look for the solutions which
would make us more resilient, but better
interconnected and we have created the
possibility to have a source of energy,
source of gas from various destinations,
not only from a single one. And today we
discussed a project which depends only
on us, it depends on EU member states,
it depends on the European Commission,
it depends on the good political will to
quickly progress and create a much better
situation and much better energy security
for this region.“
Now the question is whether Boyko
Borissov will be able to persuade the
European Commission that the South
Stream 2 concept is the right project to
pursue in light of the worsened relations
with Russia and intensive diplomatic
shuttles over the crisis in Eastern
Ukraine. Secondly, will the PM succeed
in persuading Russia to comply with
the requirements of the Third Energy
Package? Or is everything a game
balancing along the thin line between
the interests of the European Union and
Russia in which the stakes are higher than
the direct benefits?
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First democratically elected President Zhelyu
Zhelev dies at 79 by Iliana Raicheva

One of the most prominent dissidents,
Dr. Zhelev was the first democratically
elected president of Bulgaria. He was
born in the village of Veselinovo,
Shumen region, graduated philosophy
at the St. Kliment Ohridski Sofia
University, and was later expelled from
the communist party as an anti-Marxist.
Notwithstanding the communist
censorship, in 1982 Dr. Zhelev wrote
his book Fascism which gave hope to
intellectuals and Bulgarian society as a
whole. After the democratic changes in
1989, he became the natural leader of
the newly formed opposition – one of
the founders of the Union of Democratic
Forces and chair of its coordination
council. Zhelyu Zhelev was elected MP
at the Grand National Assembly which
elected him president in 1990. At the first
free presidential elections at the beginning
of 1992, he was elected president and
occupied the post until 1997. After the
end of his term in office, he established
the Doctor Zhelyu Zhelev Foundation. He
has written numerous books and has been
bestowed prestigious state distinctions.

During his presidency and at his
initiative Bulgaria started playing an
active role in Balkan politics. The
recognition of Macedonia came as proof
that this country had the ambition to
play a leading role in the Balkans. It was
Dr. Zhelev's idea to set up the Balkan
Political Club in 2001. The Constituent
Assembly whose underlying idea was to
Europeanize the Balkans was attended
by Presidents Ion Iliescu, Süleyman
Demirel, Emil Constantinescu, Kiro
Gligorov - political leaders from Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Greece, Albania,
Macedonia, Turkey etc.
Dr. Zhelev was Radio Bulgaria's frequent
guest. His last interview was on the
occasion of the 25th anniversary of 10
November 1989: “People who start
revolutions are quickly replaced by
others who do not know the meaning
of the word dissident,” Dr. Zhelev said.
“The second wave of the Union of
Democratic Forces that came 18 months
later was teeming with people like that.
They never came out into the streets until
they were sure which way the wind was

blowing. Our revolution devoured its
fathers.”
Here is what Dr. Zhelev said about the
Bulgarian transition period: “No matter
the controversies of our transition
process, it has taken us where we
belong. Bulgaria became a democratic
state with a market-based economy. We
were first integrated into the Council
of Europe – the oldest organization
established after WWII. Our transition
process ended with the country's NATO
and EU accession”.
Dr. Zhelev admitted that his political
activities had cost him precious time as
an author, but that his foundation enabled
him to release the documents from
Bulgaria’s most modern history. “Real
history is based on authentic documents
and not on memoirs,” Dr. Zhelev added.
Dr. Zhelev will be remembered as an
honest man of integrity who was never
tempted to gain any leverage for himself.
His name is now part of the history of
Bulgaria and of the transformation of
post-communist societies in Eastern
Europe.
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Bulgarians fill in white spots
on world map
by Miglena İvanova

Some of the members of the 23rd
Antarctic expedition led by scientist,
polar explorer and chairman of the
Bulgarian Antarctic Institute, Prof.
Hristo Pimpirev have returned to
Bulgaria. This time some of them were
experienced climbers - Nikolay Petkov,
Doychin Boyanov and Alexander
Shopov. They went to Livingston Island
to climb and make geodetic surveys
of the peaks of the Tangra Mountain
located near the Bulgarian base “St.
Kliment Ohridski.”
Here is what professor Hristo Pimpirev
told Radio Bulgaria about the work of
the climbers:
“These were the first ascents of the
peaks of the most Bulgarian mountain
outside Bulgaria - Tangra. The project
was a success. Despite the severe
6
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weather conditions, several peaks
were conquered for the first time and
mapped, using GPS equipment provided
by the Bulgarian Army topographic
service. Now these peaks can be placed
on the world map with their exact
heights,” Hristo Pimpirev says.
Two-time conqueror of Everest,
Nikolay Petkov says that what
prompted him to join the expedition
was the opportunity for Bulgarians
to explore and study the 30-km long
mountain range of Tangra and its
principal peaks. “For me, the challenge
was to climb the Great Needle Peak.
It was this peak that was one of the
first seen on Livingston Island in the
18th century by sailors who gave it this
name. And this is no coincidence. The
Great Needle Peak is an impressive

sheer snow-ice pyramid, rising straight
from the sea. We were lucky that a few
centuries later it had not been climbed
yet. This has become an interesting goal
for us,” Petkov says.
The ascent of the Great Needle
Peak (1679, 49 meters), took place
on January 8, 2015. It is the second
highest peak on the island after Mount
Friesland. It was the first time a human
set foot on top of the Plana and Sofia
peaks. The Bulgarian climbers faced
numerous challenges - glaciers, ice
cracks and ice formations, but the most
difficult obstacle turned out to be the
bad weather. Here’s what the conqueror
of Everest without an oxygen mask,
Doychin Boyanov, said about the ascent
of one of the most beautiful peaks on
the island – Lyaskovets.

zoom/panorama
“When we were moving up this peak
we had to climb a 40-50-metre high ice
wall. We saw bizarre shapes formed
by the humid oceanic climate, the low
temperatures and the hurricane winds.
According to scientists, this is the place
on the planet with the worst climate and
I can vouch for that.
During the 30 days that we spent on the
island, we had just one afternoon with
good weather and we used it to climb
the main ridge. It took us a lot of effort
and courage to break through 1,300
metres of thick clouds before we saw
clear skies and sunny weather above.”
“It was like emerging from hell and
seeing the fantastic glimmer of the
sunset,” adds Nikolay Petkov.
Mountaineers point out that the
meteorologist of the Spanish expedition
on the island - Fausto had an important
role in the success of their mission.
He provided the Bulgarian climbers
with information about the weather
and was emotionally devoted to their
goal. Boyanov and Petkov were
astonished to find out that in the 21st
century, even though satellites are in
use, there are still white spots on the
map of Antarctica, and even the outline
of the coast of Livingston Island is
not delineated correctly on the map.
“This is the last continent that remains
insufficiently explored. Bulgaria is
there and has its Antarctic base. It is our
obligation to make a detailed map of the
island and to fill in the blank spots in the
map of the Antarctica,” says prof. Hristo
Pimpirev who has been successful
in organizing Bulgarian scientific
expeditions to the icy continent with a
fragile budget of € 175,000 and the help
of sponsors.
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Bulgarian Oscars for inventors
by Rumyana Tsvetkova

For the third time the Patent Office
of Bulgaria awarded its prizes for
“Inventor of the Year” and “Innovative
Company” for 2014. Every year some
250 to 300 patent applications are
submitted but only about 40% are
innovative enough to be recognized
as inventions. In recent years, most
discoveries have been in the field
of mechanical engineering,” said
for Radio Bulgaria Prof. Kamen
Vesselinov, president of the Patent
Office.
Traditionally, nominations are in
three categories: chemistry and
biotechnology, electrical engineering
and electronics, engineering and
construction. In the first category
the first prize “Inventor of the Year”
went to Prof. Vladko Panayotov
and Marinela Panayotova for the
development of a method for filtering
exhaust gases. Their discovery will
help solve the pollution problem not
only in Bulgaria but in the whole of
Europe, says Professor Panayotov.
He explained that a strategy existed
to capture emissions, liquefy them
and inject them into the ground. This
would create a number of problems in
the future”, he says.

8
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What are the benefits of the Bulgarian
invention?
“The Bulgarian invention is about the
elimination of emissions in the process
of their creation,” says Prof. Panayotov.
“If you produce electricity from lowquality high-emission coal, for example,
there will be no need to capture the
emissions and inject them back into
the ground, but using the methods of
nanotechnology, quantum chemistry,
physics, they can be neutralized the
moment they are produced. Carbon
dioxide is converted into an insoluble
and harmless compound. The same
happens to sulfur dioxide and nitrogen
oxides, while solids are captured
separately.”
The invention can also be used for
purification of gases emitted by cars,
airplanes and ships. Prof. Panayotov
has the ambition to compete for patent
№1 at the competition for European
inventors, which will be held in June in
Paris.
In the “Electrical engineering and
electronics” category the award went
to Academician Chavdar Rumenin and
Prof. Sia Lozanova for the creation of
new sensors that are unique and are
a breakthrough in microelectronics.

More from Academician Rumenin:
“These are small microelectronic
structures that are capable of
transforming with utmost precision
the magnetic field into an electrical
signal in order to be measured. This
finds application in tomographs, when
measurement of the geomagnetic
field is required in locating ores
and minerals; in predicting volcanic
eruptions. When there are eruptions
there are anomalies in the Earth’s
magnetic field, and our sensors are so
sensitive as to be able to register even
the smallest changes in the Earth’s
magnetic field. Such sensors can be
used in counter-terrorist activities.
Bombs contain metal parts and the
sensors have the required sensitivity
to register metal objects where they
are least expected. Robots equipped
with such sensors can also deal with
acts of violence such as the one
perpetrated in France.”
Companies from France, Germany and
Italy have already shown interest in
the inventions of Bulgarian scientists.
“I hope that under future partnership
contracts we will be able to organize
mass production of our sensors,”
concludes Acad. Rumenin.
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The Bulgarian National Radio celebrates
its 80th anniversary
On 25 January 2015, the Bulgarian
National Radio (BNR) marked with
a gala concert its 80th anniversary.
This is the date on which back in
1935 Bulgarian Tsar Boris III signed
a decree declaring the BNR a public
institution. Today, 80 years later, the
President of the Republic of Bulgaria
Rossen Plevneliev awarded the BNR
with the Honorary Sign of the President
for its outstanding contribution to
the promotion of high professional
standards in Bulgarian journalism. The
award was received by the Director
General of the BNR, Mr. Radoslav
Yankulov.
This anniversary was an impressive
occasion for a solemn and beautiful
celebration for the big family of all
radio employees and for all Bulgarians
whose loyalty as its listeners over
several generations has made it a true
leader on the radio airwaves. The
biggest hall of the National Palace of

Culture was filled to capacity by the
numerous admirers of the BNR’s vocal
and instrumental music groups – the
Symphony Orchestra, the Folk Music
Orchestra, the Big Band and the singers
from the Mixed Choir and Children’s
Choir. For many years they have been
recognized and applauded by audiences
in Bulgaria and the world. The high
professional standard, the extensive
creative biography and awards that
these orchestras and choirs boast, make
them leaders in the cultural life of
Bulgaria.
At the birthday celebration of the BNR,
all these 271 musicians brought to an
audience of over five thousand their
fascinating virtuosity and mastery,
performing a host of classical and
jazz works, as well as pieces from the
treasure trove of Bulgarian folklore.
The concert included a special song
dedicated to the radio, performed by
all music groups of the BNR along

with the most famous Bulgarian pop
singers. The gala evening ended with
a performance of the Orthodox hymn
“Mnogaya Lyeta” (Polychronion, “For
Many Years”) by all musicians and
guests to the anniversary event.
Among the special guests were the
Director General of the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU), Mrs. Ingrid
Deltenre, and the Secretary General
of the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting
Union (ABU) Mr. Javad Mottaghi,
who took part on the following day in
the International Conference themed
“Public Radio in Europe - Trends,
Challenges and the Way Forward.
“Public service radio has a future and it
goes through the Internet, digitization
and improvement of the content of
programs, as the key words are “change
and flexibility” - that was the main
message of radio experts. “The future is
in our hands – let’s turn challenges into
opportunities!”
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Saffron – the flower from heaven blooms
in the Rhodopes
by Shevkie Cakir

They call saffron “the king of medicines”,
“the king of herbs”, “red gold” or “the
flower from heaven” because it is the
most expensive herb in the world – it has
been traded at double the price of gold
for centuries. The cultivation of Crocus
Sativus, commonly known as saffron
crocus used for the extraction of the herb,
is now taking its first steps in Bulgaria.
Hassan Tahirov is one of its pioneers. In
the 1970’s he left Bulgaria and traveled a
long road until he settled in Sweden. He
has seen the world and has come to know
many nations and cultures. But even
though he says he is a citizen of the world,
it was nostalgia that brought him back to
the town where he was born – Kurdjali in
the Rhodopes. Now he is profiting from
the fruit of his labours, here in Bulgaria.
The first saffron crop in this country is
now a fact.
How did you decide to grow saffron
in the Rhodopes? The answer from
Hassan Tahirov: “Every day we hear
people talking on TV and radio that an
alternative to tobacco must be found. But
time passes and no one is doing anything
about it. So, finally I said to myself: why
shouldn’t the alternative to tobacco be
saffron? It is such an expensive herb and
spice. I invested my own money and
bought 45 kilograms of bulbs from the
Turkish national experimental station.
In Bulgaria we planted the bulbs in 5
state experimental stations – in Vratsa,
10
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Rousse, Byal Izvor,
Plovdiv and Kurdjali.
We founded the
Association of
Saffron Growers
in Bulgaria. Our
target is to plant 100
hectares of saffron
under pilot projects
to show people that
this is a plant that can thrive in Bulgaria, a
plant with a future.”
The Ministry of Agriculture decision
to set up an expert commission for
discussing the future of saffron in
Bulgaria comes as much needed support
for the association. You have been making
the rounds of the Rhodope municipalities
and villages. Do people have an interest in
growing saffron?
“Yes, there is an enormous amount of
interest. There are even people who have
emigrated to Spain, England, Germany,
Austria, even Australia who have
contacted me on Facebook. They write
that growing saffron is like something
out of Arabian nights and say they
would return to Bulgaria at the earliest
opportunity. At a seminar in the town
of Ardino with representatives of the

Agriculture Ministry we discussed things
at length and decided that saffron was the
alternative to tobacco.”
It is worth taking a look at developments
over time: a number of governments have
proposed different alternatives to tobacco,
such as fruit-trees and olive trees, pepper
etc., but none of these projects ever came
to anything. So what has saffron got that
all of these crops haven’t got?
“Compared to other crops saffron has a
return on investments – if you invest in
September you can expect a return plus
profit in November. And this over 7-8
years. It is enough to just earth it up. I
don’t think there is any other crop with
such an investment.”
The first saffron crop will be sent to
different laboratories for quality control
analysis.
“No other crop can thrive in these parts.
There is very little arable land, not like in
Central Bulgaria. In the mountains there
is one little plot here and another – over
there. For saffron that is a perfect solution.
That is the future. I firmly believe in what
I have started. I will fight, I will work and
people will see that miracles can happen.”

The Chiprovtsi carpets
on the UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage list
by Elena Tsvetkova
The UNESCO Intergovernmental
Committee for the Safeguarding of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage which met
late last year unanimously entered in the
World Representative List of the Elements
of Intangible Cultural Heritage the
nomination proposed by Bulgaria - “The
tradition of Chiprovtsi Carpets Making”
- along with another 7 elements from
other countries. The Ministry of Culture
submitted the Bulgarian nomination
concerning the production of Chiprovtsi
carpets to UNESCO at the end of March
2013. Chiprovtsi carpet weaving is the
third Bulgarian element on the World List.
After the Bistritsa Grannies (2006/2008)
and the Nestinari fire-dancing (2009),
by being included on the UNESCO list
the famous

Bulgarian carpet center receives worldwide
recognition worthy of its quality carpet
production.
Even today Chiprovtsi weavers continue to
use a vertical loom which is considered an
ancient form of weaving technique.
Young people in Chiprovtsi learn to weave
both inside their families and in groups
for weaving and dyeing using natural dyes

organized at school or in the community
center.
The dossier for the nomination of the
Chiprovtsi carpets has been developed
under the guidance of Prof. Mila Santova
and a team consisting of Dr. Iva Stanoeva
Dr. Miglena Ivanova.
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about vines and wines on
Saint Trifon’s Day

by Maria Peeva

“Let Saint Trifon bring a boutiful
harvest”- this is part of the blessing people
exchange on Saint Trifon’s Day. The ritual
was once performed on February 14th. Today
the religious feast it is connected with is
marked on 1 February.
The folk feast is called Saint Trifon's Day,
or Trifon the Pruner, Trifon the Drunkard
because it is also closely connected with
wine. The rituals performed are work-related.
They are connected with vine-growing - on
this day men perform the first “pruning”
of the vines, hence the name The Pruner.
According to the old agricultural calendar,
the old-style date is more appropriate. For
this reason, in most places in Bulgaria people
ritually prune the vineyards on 14 February,
which funnily enough coincides in Bulgaria
with Saint Valentine’s day, but that’s a
different story.
On this religious holiday dedicated to
St. Trifon who accepted martyrdom in
12
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the name of his Christian faith, a special
prayer is read in Orthodox churches. In
it, aymen are metaphorically called the
“Vineyard of God” and the text of the prayer
continues with ”grace to befall each vine”
– i.e. each member of the community. In
some churches, such as in the Bachkovo
monastery, a special prayer against pests is
read. After the church service, people take
holy water home with them.
As of the turn of the 20th century, on the
day of Saint Trifon on February 1st litany
processions were held, bearing the icon of
St. Trifon. People would make the rounds of
village and vineyards usually outside it. In
some places, it was the priest who was the
first to prune the vines and sprinke them with
holy water. It should be noted that the real
pruning is done a month later - sometime in
March when the spring sun has stirred the
plant's sap. The pruning, which is performed
on Saint Trifon’s day, is symbolic. It marks

zoom/live

the beginning of the year for vine
growers and wine makers.
After the festive church service, groups
of men set out for the vineyards. Each
would carry a bread, wine, a roast
chicken and other traditional dishes that
would later be placed on the common
table as the sharing of food and wine
is a must at the feast. Before starting
the pruning, the farmers turned to face
east, making the sign of the cross and
cutting off one or more rods. They would
water the roots with wine and holy
water. Around noon, they gathered for

the feast. But before that, they chose
the “King of the vines.” His title of
“king” would remain until the day of
Saint Trifon's the following year. The
king selected had to be a good man, an
experienced farmer with a large and
happy family, and a wealthy and lucky
man at that because the qualities of the
“king” would be transmitted to all vine
growers throughout the year. If he was
successful in life and in his work during
his so-called “reign”, hthe harvest would
be bountiful. He was also believed to be
blessed with favorable weather - there

would be no hail or drought that year.
Usually, the oldest man took a posy of
basil, with three vine slips interwoven
in it, and said: “He who is happy, let
him take the posy and be king!” The rest
invited the chosen one to accept the posy
and then the “royal crown” made out of
vine slips.
In some parts of the country, the ritual
pruning involved two men and then a
veritable folklore theater was at play.
Blessings were uttered in the belief that
the words would become reality. This is
the only day when wine flows so freely.
On each table there would be a wooden
wine keg in which vines were placed. At
the end of the feast, the merry revellers
went to the village wine in hand. They
paid visits to all the houses where
they were give more wine by people.
The “king” was constantly sprinkled
with the intoxicating liquid. “As the
wine flows, so may the vines grow” –
everybody would say. The generous
pouring of wine and the use of vines in
the rituals are what links this pagan rite
with the ancient Thracian festivities in
honor of Dionysus - the god of wine.
The name Trifon the Pruner comes from
a legend popular across the country.
Saint Trifon, who was Virgin Mary's
brother according to this legend, went
to prune his vines. His sister passed by
him with the infant Jesus in her arms.
He made fun of her for going to church
to pray and yet having given birth to a
child claiming to be a virgin. For this
offense he was punished – while he was
pruning the vines, he cut his nose with
the pruning shears. A curious fact is
that in iconographic images in Bulgaria
St. Trifon is invariably portrayed with
pruning shears in hand.
To this day, Saint Trifon's Day is among
the most enjoyable and best-loved feast
days in this country. Despite regional
differences, it is among the most
popular folk customs. Each year, folk
tradition enthusiasts gladly perform
the old practices preserved from time
immemorial.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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The RHODOPES A winter FAIRYTALE
byVeneta Nikolova

D

azzling soft snow enshrouding deep
valleys and steep cliffs. Small houses
with smoking chimneys on their white roofs
perched on moutain ridges. The sky is bright
blue, with small, fleecy white clouds as the
wind brings the scent of pine resin… The
Rhodope Mountain is the perfect place for a
getaway amidst beautiful snowy landscapes,
crystal-clear air and… silence!
No matter how many times you have been
there, summer or witner, have wandered
around, no matter how the infrastructure
may have advanced, the Rhodopes will never
cease surprising us. The place is shrouded
in mysticism and legend and it seems
even more inaccessible in winter, when

everything is covered with snow and the
weather is freezing cold. However, most of
the roads in the area are passable, so it is not
difficult to reach one's destination.
Pamporovo is the most popular resort with
skiers and snowboarders coming here from
this country and abroad. Winter sports can
be practiced in the vicinity of the town of
Chepelare and at the foot of the Mechi Chal
peak, the location of the most picturesque
ski slopes. Small and bigger ski runs are to
be found elsewhere in the mountain – for
instance, near the village of Mogilitsa near
the border with neighboring Greece, or at
the Predela area near the village of Stoikite,
where there are beginners' runs and ski tows.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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A whole constellation of small villages
studded in the snow invite the inquisitive
traveler to get to know the deepest secrets
of the mountain seeped in sorrow and
nostalgia. Some of these locations can
only be reached by all-terrain vehicles,
but it’s well worth the effort – tourists
invariably fall in love with their beauty.
For instance the border village of Kesten
with a population of just 20, mostly elderly
people. The silhouette of a small volcano
that has been extinct for millions of years
can be seen in the vicinity of the village. It
can be reached in a matter of hours. There
is no guest house in the village, so visitors
can find accommodation in Trigrad,
situated nearby, where there are plenty of
16
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those. Two of the most frequented caves
in the Rhodopes – Yagodinska and Devil’s
Throat, attract many tourists in the region.
The owners of wonderful guesthouses
offer cozy fireplaces and tasty Rhodope
meals, meeting all European standards.
Low prices are another advantage of these
places and a reason why many people opt
for them.
The village of Shiroka Laka is another
destination well worth visiting. This
ethnographic settlement is so picturesque
in winter with its snowy narrow streets
and stone buildings with small porches
and wrought-iron wooden gates, covered
with iron. Mariana Barganova from the
Tourist Information Center in Shiroka

Laka explains that their guests can go
skiing in Pamporovo some 12 km away, or
the villages of Gela and Solishta nearby,
which have small ski runs for beginners.
But most people visit Shiroka Laka because
of the preserved architecture and the
opportunities for rural tourism, Mrs.
Barganova says and adds:
”There is a typically Rhodope fireplace in
each house, the hosts charm their guests
with the common homemade meals, such
as patatnik, klin, kachamak etc. In addition
we have some colofrul festivals, such
as the forthcoming mummer’s feast on
March 3rd that attracts crowds of tourists.
We also welcome a great many visitors
around Christmas time with the traditions

connected with this feast. Local lads called
koledari make the rounds of the village to
bless people, including the guests at the
hotels. Epiphany is on January 6th when
the priest throws a wooden cross into
the river and men jump into the freezing
waters to fish it out. Tourists simply love
this attraction!
The Rhodope Mountain has so much
to offer - its magnificent folklore, the
beautiful traditional costumes, the lowpitched sound of the kaba bagpipe and
the powerful clear voices of its singers
that reach up to the blue sky. This is the
hallmark of this mountain that offers
its guests a panoply of magical winter
experiences.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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The Rhodpes: the true story behind
the myth of Orpheus
by Albena Bezovska
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The Rhodopes are one of the cradles of
European civilization. The first signs of
human activity date back to the late OldStone Age - 20-15,000 BC. During the
Eneolith, the people of the Rhodoppes
sought shelter in the caves here. Evidence
from this period has been discovered in the
Yagodinska Cave, the Haramiiska Doupka
Cave at the Trigrad Gorge, and other caves
as well.
In the second millenium BC, the Rhodoppes
became the cradle of the Thracian
Civilization. Once the Thracian civilization
began to decline, the Romans conquered
these lands. There are numerous remains
from the time of Roman occupation in these
parts.
Sections of the Roman roads connecting
Aegean towns with the Upper Thracian Plain
still stud this part of the country - the village
of Gela, the Persenk Lodge, the Chairski
Lakes, etc.
Christianity came to the Rhodopes three
centuries before Bulgaria was officially
converted to Christianity in 865. For a long
time, the pagan Thracians refused to give up
their sanctuaries. It was as early as 514 AC
when the ‘’wild tribe of the Bessi’’ adopted
the Christian religion.
The Middle Ages witnessed protracted
internal feudal conflicts. There are ruins
of fortresses from the time of the Second
Bulgarian Kingdom rising near the village
of Shiroka Luka such as Turlata, Gradishteto
and Vracha. It is said that they date back to
one and the same period and are the last
Bulgarian fortresses to fall under Turkish
domination. The Gradishteto Fortress close
to the village of Gela was built during the
reign of the independent despot Alexius Slav.
You can see this in the village of Gela. The
Turlata Fortress rises from a peak bearing the
same name (1,822 m). The fortress was built
at the beginning of the 10th century. The peak
itself offers a panoramic view of the southern
slopes of Mt. Chernatitsa, the Shirokolashka
Valley, parts of Perelik range and the villages
of Gela, Stikal and Solishta.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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The Turkish invasion in 1345 marked the
beginning of the darkest period in Rhodopean
and Balkan history - centuries of slavery and
oppression. Many churches and cultural monuments
were destroyed, monasteries and villages were burnt
down and many Rhodopeans were killed or converted
to Islam.
The Bedenska Fortress was conquered at the time of the
Turkish invasion of the Rhodoppes, in the 16th - 17th
century. Next fell the fortresses near the present-day village
of Shiroka Luka - Turlata, Gradishteto and Manastira.
The Rhodoppes witnessed the cruelest conversion of
Bulgarians to Islam - the conquerors sought to enforce not
only their domination but also their religion. Yet Bulgarians
managed to preserve their nationality and - in places even their faith.
The Rhodopes continued their struggle for
liberation even after most of Bulgaria was freed
20
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in 1878, as under the Berlin Treaty they had
remained within the bounds of the Turkish
Empire.
After the Balkan War in 1912 these mountains
officially became part of the independent
Bulgarian state. Traveling around the Rhodopes,
one encounters numerous monuments to the
people who lost their lives in the Balkan War and
in WWII.
The policy of industrialization after the
communist regime came to power in 1944
resulted in the depopulation of towns and villages
in the Rhodope Mountains. Today there are
many small villages and the so-called ‘’mahali’’
neighborhoods - with but a handful of people
living there. By keeping a healthy distance from
the ambitious projects of socialism, the Central
Rhodopes have preserved the uniqueness of their
folklore, traditions and way of life to this day.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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Smilyan village: Local Beans, Crisp
Mountain air and A Guiness Book of
Records application
Veneta Nikolova

T

he village of Smiliyan and the local bean varieties (Smiliyan
beans) are very popular across Bulgaria. Smiliyan beans
are a very special variety - they are delicious, healthy and
organic. That is why this variety is protected by the Slow Food
International movement, promoted as an alternative to fast
food. The movement strives to preserve traditional and regional
cuisine and encourages farming of plants, seeds and livestock
characteristic of the local ecosystem. A festival, a unique
museum exhibition and an application for the Guinness Book of
Records were dedicated to these butter beans which are used in
the making of various delicious meals.
It would be no exaggeration to say that the village of Smilyan
is a model of a happy life in the Rhodopes. Life here has never
slackened its pace. The village has managed to keep its school
and kindergarten open, which means that many young families
live and work in this region. By the way, there are families
from the capital Sofia who fell in love with its beautiful nature,
settled in Smiliyan and started to work online. There is also
a dairy farm in the village of Smiliyan which exports most of
its produce to Switzerland and organizes various interesting
food tasting sessions for its guests. But above all, Smiliyan can
be proud of its tourists. The local community centre in the
village square which houses the famous collection dedicated
to Smiliyan beans is placed, is among the most popular places
in the village. Visitors can see various types of hand-knitted
slippers, authentic local costumes, models made of beans
representing the local rural scenery and the local people.
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Then tourists can head towards the nearby hall where a giant beans
mosaic is on display. The visitors can give their contribution to
the village bid for the Guinness Book of Records. The local people
have the ambition to create the biggest wall tapestry consisting
of Smiliyan beans. So far, some 8 thousand people joined the
initiative. So, every visitor is more than welcome to glue a bean
on the wall tapestry, write his name in a book and contribute to
the popularization of the village of Smiliyan and its bright and
inventive people.
The local cuisine also furnishes proof of how creative people here
are. The meals in Smiliyan are prepared mostly using the local
butter beans and visitors can taste many different types of soups and
casseroles. Trahnata (a soup made of mutton meat, beans, sweet corn,
and wheat) is one of the most popular local dishes. Visitors can also
enjoy the local bean rissole, beans steamed inside a pumpkin and
various deserts. What makes the local butter beans so unique? The
answer can be found in the specific climate and the farming subtleties
used in this region for centuries. We learn more about this organic
vegetable from Iliya Godev who was born and lives in the village of
Smiliyan. He is engaged in projects for sustainable development of
the local communities. Iliya Godev has made popularization of the
village of Smiliyan his personal cause.
“Agronomists have ascertained that the use of fertilizers burns the
leaves of the butter beans and hampers the normal growth of the
vegetable. This variety combines well with other vegetables too. You
will never see a field planted with just butter beans here. We usually
plant two beds of potatoes next to two beds of butter beans. We also
plant pumpkins and beans in the same field. It was because of this
type of planting, the Smiliyan butter beans were included in the Slow
Food movement”, says Iliya Godev.
The village of Smiliyan huddled in the folds of the Rhodopes
welcomes tourists all year round. The local family hotels offer
everything necessary for an idyllic holiday-peace and quiet and a
crystal-clear air lifting the spirits and boosting the appetite. The
local hosts will do everything they can to meet your expectations.
You can feast there on various delicious meals made of the local
beans sorts, fresh homemade cheese and fresh milk. In autumn
there are throngs of tourists in Smilyan as this is the season of
the traditional annual festival of the Smiliyan beans. Thousands
of visitors come here to join the beans fiesta. The festival is
accompanied with many songs, dances, beans exhibitions and
plenty of good mood. The culmination of the festival comes with
a gastronomy contest where various meals consisting of beans
are cooked. “I counted 42 dishes made of beans during one of the
festivals”, recalls Iliya Godev. Evidently, the imagination of the
local hosts knows no boundaries. Hidden away in the Rhodopes,
the village of Smilyan holds so much promise as more and more
tourists have been discovering its charm.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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Joe Lynn Turner: Classic rock has
the depth of the soul inside of it

by Rositsa Petkova

Former vocalist of Rainbow, rock
legend Joe Lynn Turner, arrived in
Bulgaria once again this February to
participate in the finals of a popular
TV music show. He was welcomed
first by one of the show’s contestants
and already winner, Slavin Slavchev,
regarded as the rock discovery of this
year’s edition of the show. It was his
performance of Rainbow’s eternal
hit “Can’t let you go” that brought
Joe Lynn Turner to Bulgaria for yet
another, albeit very short, visit. Still,
he found the time to talk to us in an
interview especially for the listeners of
Radio Bulgaria. Joe Lynn Turner has
been to Bulgaria many times in recent
years, performing at concerts with
different bands and music projects
in Sofia, Plovdiv, Burgas, Varna,
Kavarna and other places. He has
said in numerous interviews that he
has a lot of friends in Bulgaria and is
always happy to be back.

Are you excited to be back to Bulgaria?
I am but I wish I could stay longer.
It is the first time you arrive here to
participate in a TV show. How did you
decide to become part of such a contest?
My publicist found Slavin and he said,
“You should see this guy, he is singing your
song” and I couldn’t believe it. So I put it on
Facebook, we posted it on Facebook, and
then the next thing I got the call from the
producers. It first I had a recording session
this week and I said maybe I can change it,
so I changed the recording session, and I
came yesterday, sleep very good last night,
and today I work and tomorrow morning I
go. So next time I will stay longer.
What impressed you about Slavin
Slavchev’s performance of your song?
He’s a very good singer, and not only that,
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but his choice of song. It’s not usual for a
singer of this contest to choose these kinds
of songs. So I thought WOW, what a great
honor for me, I felt I had to say something
about it, a thank you.
With your participation in this show you
show your support for rock music and its
popularity among young people at large,
right?
Yes, really, I think that’s one of the most
important things, just to support the rock
music for the younger people, so that they
understand that there’s some other music
out there, their hearts can be filled with this
music and sometimes the new music is very
manufactured, it’s not so deep, and I think
that sometimes mother and father will give
this music to the children, but I think they
should understand that there’s some very
very good music they should listen to.

So you believe rock music has a big future,
that it’s still alive and there’s a young
generation of musicians working in rock
music?
Oh sure, Jene Simmons said rock is dead
but he’s wrong, it’s not dead, absolutely. It
might be sleeping a little bit but it’s not dead.
Because I’m travelling the world and been
to many many concerts, and people love it.
And the fathers turn to the sons and to the
mothers to the daughters, so it lives eternally.
We just need some more of it. But absolutely
I believe that this is called classic rock
because it’s classy, because it has the depth of
the soul inside of it.
What about your new project Rated X?
I urge everybody to go and listen to Rated X.
It’s a really good classic rock album with a very
modern sound. And I think we have done a
great job in trying to bring back this type of
music to people again with a twist so that they
will understand it and love it again, and I’m
very proud of this album and I’m speaking on
behalf of Carmine, Tony and Karl and even
Nikolo Kotsev from Sofia is on this album.

from audiences in Western Europe for
example?
Yes, I think the Bulgarian audience is still
enthusiastic, it has this fresh enthusiasm,
you know, you go places in the world and
they saw, well, it was ok, but here people are
excited and they have passion for the music
and that’s very special about Bulgaria.
What’s the driving force behind what you
do, do you think that music is the thing
that can make the world a better place?
I absolutely totally believe that music
makes the world a better place, and what’s
happening is that they are taking a lot
of the arts and the music away from the
schools and the communities and this is
absolutely a sin. When you take the music
away you take the culture away. When
you take the culture away, the society will
die. We have technology replacing the
arts, no, they should live together but not
one for the other. So I’m more in favor of
pushing the arts because we have plenty of
technology right now, the world is crazy

with technology, so we should be more
crazy with the arts.
How do you assess the results of what
you do? When do you feel you have been
successful in getting your message across?
It’s never finished, it’s constant, an ongoing
endeavor, you know, you make small
successes here and there but I think the
message is constant, you have to continue
to keep the culture alive, to continue the
arts for the world. Again I read great
literature from Shakespeare to modern
day, you name it, and to make a long story
short, without culture you don’t have a
society, the society will crumble, will die
and we need to keep pushing arts to our
children, to ourselves. We are all so into
the devices now, there’s no artistic value
to it, This is all fine, computers are great,
I love working in IT but at the same time
I wanna see more arts in the schools, I
wanna see more arts in the communities,
more classical music and things like that to
enrich the people’s soul.

How do you plan to attract the young
audience to listen to this album?
Please, young audience, listen to Rated X, it’s
a killer record, you will love it.
Do you have plans to present it in Bulgaria
on a tour this year?
I hope to, We hope so, we are trying to get
some shows for the spring and summer. It’s
very tough economy in the world today so
there’s little bit of trouble with the promoters,
there’s not so many that are willing to take
the chance because the money is tight in the
EU. But with luck and some drive and we
keep pushing, we’re gonna come to see you.
Of all the places you have visited in Bulgaria,
which one has impressed you most?
I’ve been to many great places in Bulgaria
but I fell in love with Bourgas because of the
architecture, the layout, the sea, the climate.
It was really beautiful there.
The audience here loves you. Do you
think the Bulgarian audience is different
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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Bulgarian cinema turns one
hundred

by Veneta Pavlova

On January 13 we marked the centenary of
Bulgarian cinema. This is the date when the
first public screening of the comedy Bulgaran is
gallant took place exactly one hundred years ago.
Script-writer, director and leading man in the
movie is Vassil Gendov.
Vassil Gendov graduated the drama school
in Vienna, then specialized film-making in
Berlin before embarking on the adventure
called “cinema”. Gendov is also the author of
the first Bulgaria talkie – The Slave Rebellion.
Unfortunately, both films are lost to us, most
probably during the bombing of Sofia in the
years of World War II when his house was hit.
After a pro-Soviet government was installed
in Bulgaria in the 1940s he was no longer
able to make films. But he undertook to do
something very important – creating state film
archives that were to develop into what is now
the National Film Archive. With tremendous
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commitment he dedicated himself to collecting
the films made by his colleagues as well as film
posters and media publications about different
movies.
The pioneer of documentaries is Alexander
Zhekov with his film The Balkan War. To
researchers he remains a mystery, there is little
information about him and the trail vanishes;
we don’t have a single photograph of him. But
the film he has left us is a valuable account
of the war, shot mostly behind enemy lines
because in those days war correspondents were
not given access to the battlefield. For dozens
of years the film was thought to have been
lost. But in 1960 an elegant elderly Greek came
into the office of Georgi Stoyanov-Bigor, then
Director of the Film Archive and left a suitcase
saying: I have a film here you may want to keep
for the coming generations. The film was The
Balkan War.

This is a story Radio Bulgaria learnt from film
critic Antonia Kovacheva, Director of the
Bulgarian National Film Archive – one of the
oldest film libraries on the Balkan peninsula
comprising 15,000 titles, 9,700 of them
Bulgarian. The films are kept in 300,000 boxes.
Some of the metal rolls of films go back to the
1920s and 30s.
“The archives also include all Bulgarian movies
produced after the nationalization of the film
industry and the setting up of the Bulgarian
Cinematography state company,” Antonia
Kovacheva says. “The film library includes
over 10,000 books dedicated to cinema, in
fact it is the biggest film library in Bulgaria.
We also have a lot of other material related to
movies, documents and what are known as
passports of old Bulgarian films with unique
photographs. Our collection is most diverse
and we have been making a great deal of effort
to have it digitalized within a reasonable period
of time. We very much hope to receive, at
long last, financing for building a film library
repository as we don’t have one. We have the

building though it is not up to international
standards and needs reconstruction and
enlargement. The two should go hand in hand
as digitalizing our film heritage means giving
present and future generations quick and easy
access. At the same time the originals must
be preserved: the film negatives and positives
as they are the most durable medium for the
films’ preservation over a long period of time.
All self-respecting archives in the world have
been making enormous efforts to preserve the
originals, at the same time providing broad
access by digitalizing them.”
The story of Bulgarian films can be retraced
at the Odeon revival house in Sofia where
movies from the first decade are already
being screened - feature films as well as
documentaries and cartoons. Visitors will be
able to see a great many films there, including
award-winning works. The Odeon is also
launching a series of exhibitions illustrating the
road traveled by Bulgarian cinema over one
century.
Issue 08/ ZOOM Bulgaria magazine
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Dan Kolov - from the village of
Chadarliy to world wrestling arena

by Miglena Ivanova

The presentation of the book “Dan Kolov
in the Arena” by Dimo Todorov brought
together famous Bulgarian wrestlers,
including Alexander Tomov – 5-time
world and European champion, Petar
Kirov - 2-time Olympic, 3-time world and
4-time European champion and Armen
Nazaryan – 2-time Olympic and 3-time
world champion. In the years of transition
a number of national heroes have fallen
into oblivion and that is why “Dan Kolov
in the Arena” comes to fill this void. The
book tells the life story and recounts the
sporting accomplishments of the famous
Bulgarian wrestler, and features memories
and archive paper clippings. It is the story
of an ordinary village boy who reached the
world wrestling arena.
It was thanks to Dan Kolov that Bulgaria's
name was first heard in the world. After
the Liberation from Ottoman Domination
in 1878 communications were not welldeveloped at all. Botev and Levski were
known only in the Balkans. During the
1920s and the 1930s Dan Kolov brought
fame to Bulgaria on five continents – North
and South America, Europe, Asia, Africa
and Australia,” critic Marin Kadiev said.
Doncho Kolev Danev was born in 1892 in
the village of Chadarliy (today’s Sennik),
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in Central Bulgaria. He was barely 5 when
his father passed away. His mother had to
take care of 6 children. This forced 13-yearold Doncho to leave Bulgaria to look for a
job abroad. He went to Hungary, where in
Budapest his employer, amazed by Doncho’s
strength, told him; “Your bread is not in
my garden”, and advised him to try his luck

in America. That was how Doncho Kolev
arrived in America in 1909. He worked
in mines and was among he builders
of the railway in the Rocky Mountains.
For 10 years he was engaged in onerous
labor, dedicating his free time to amateur
wrestling. His professional sports career
started late, at the age of 25. After a number
of successful matches in Catch Wrestling,
which was beginning to take the place of
classic wrestling in America at the time,
managers suggested he changed his name
to Dan Colin, but he insisted on keeping
his Slavic –‘ov’ at the end of the name. Later
the Balkan Lion would remember: “I have
over 1,500 wrestling matches against world
famous wrestlers. They have offered me
money to lose but I have never forgotten that
I am not only Doncho from Chadarliy, but I
also represent Mother Bulgaria. They offered
me American citizenship but I refused. It
was clear to me – if I severed my link with
Bulgaria, my strength would be gone.”

His famous bouts include the
legendary match versus Japanese
star Djiki Hegen “The Strangler”
in front of the Japanese emperor.
The Bulgarian won, crushing the
Strangler's spine - he had been
unvanquished to that moment.
In 1936, he won the European
title and the diamond belt against
champion Henri Deglane but
kept up his friendship with him.
So, Dan Kolov became the first
Bulgarian wrestler to win the
European champion’s title. When
after the death of the Bulgarian
wrestler Deglane visited his
home village, he wrote: “He
was an extraordinary man! His
kindness, warmth and honesty
were directly proportional to his
strength.” French journalist A.
Margot described Kolov in the
following way: “He looks a bit like
a gorilla - hairy, bearded, with a
flattened nose and large ears, with
an involuntary roll of the upper
body, placed on relatively short
legs. But after the initial surprise
one realizes Dan Kolov is a nice
guy. He shakes your hand with the
intimacy of a sincere soul. His eyes

have the look of the nicest chap
and they don’t lie.”
When in 1935 Dan Kolov returned
home by train from Paris to Sofia,
a big crowd of people welcomed
him as their idol and he cried
with emotion. Even though he
was famous around the world
Doncho remained a modest
man. He spent large sums on
charity. In 1933, he donated 2,000
dollars to the Committee for the
Protection of Georgi Dimitrov
accused of burning down the
Reichstag, because he “could
not remain indifferent to the
fate of any Bulgarian in danger.”
He bought the first passenger’s
airplane for Bulgaria and helped
students, orphans, the Union of the
Blind, relatives, etc. He provided
equipment to training halls in Sofia.
Ivan Hadzhiyski wrote: “He shamed
a number of people although he
could have easily kept the money in
his pocket.”
Dan Kolov died in 1940 of
tuberculosis before turning 48, but
the legend of the great wrestler
lives on.
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